
 

SIBAKZOS130   |   SALT SPREADER 130L 

General information 

 High quality spreader suitable for different gritting materials and spreading widths.  

 The spreading width will be determined by the speed of driving (max. 5 m width and max 

20km/h). Unless a spread with limiter is added to reduce spread widths (e.g. for de-icing bicycle 

lanes). 

 The flow rate is adjusted manually (10 levels possible). 

 Standard execution is fitted for towing by forklift, with optional drawbar with ball coupling this 

spreader can be attached to vehicles 

 Quick and easy assembly, supplied pre-assembled only a few bolts to screw 

 Robust construction with aluminum casing 

 Yellow plastic hopper with robust flap lid 

 Painted tubular steel frame 

 Pneumatic rubber tyres 

 Drawbar parallel adjustable for height included 

 Disengageable gearing  

Options 

 Drawbar with ball coupling (for towing by vehicle other than forklift) 

 Spread width limiter 

 Remote control  (only for tractors or forklifts) 

o Length from operating lever 2,0 m 

o Weight: approx.. 3,000 kgs 

o Operation: manually 

Technical information 

Spreading width up to 5 m 

Flow rates 10 

Max thickness granulates 1,3 

 

Hopper material PE 

Material strength 3-4 mm 

Base material painted steel 

Weight approx. 39,000 kg 

Max. speed 20 km/h 

 

Packaging preassembled, wrapped with carton, 1 pce is placed on a euro pallet 
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SIBAKZOS130 Rugged transmission with aluminum housing 

  

Drawbar with ball coupling Disengageable gear 

 
 

Remote controle for tractor/forklift Spreading width limiter 
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Dimensions 

 A 1.600 mm D 780 mm 

 B 830 mm E 750 mm 

 C 1.150 mm F 320 mm 

Parts 

 1 Closable lid from polyethylene 5 drawbar height regulator 

 2 PE hopper 6 disengageable wheel 

 3 spread regulator 7 Pneumatic tyre 

 4 flow regulator  
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